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Abstract
Recent results from physiological and psychoacoustic studies
indicate that spectrally and temporally localized time-frequency
envelope patterns form a relevant basis of auditory perception.
This motivates new approaches to feature extraction for auto-
matic speech recognition (ASR) which utilize two-dimensional
spectro-temporal modulation filters. The paper provides a mo-
tivation and a brief overview on the work related to Localized
Spectro-Temporal Features (LSTF). It further focuses on the
Gabor feature approach, where a feature selection scheme is
applied to automatically obtain a suitable set of Gabor-type fea-
tures for a given task. The optimized feature sets are examined
in ASR experiments with respect to robustness and their statis-
tical properties are analyzed.

1. Getting auditory ... again?
The question whether knowledge about the (human) auditory
system provides valuable contributions to the design of ASR
systems is as old as the field itself. The topic has been discussed
extensively elsewhere (e.g. [1]). After all these years, a major
argument still holds, namely the large gap in performance be-
tween normal-hearing native listeners and state-of-the art ASR
systems. Consistently, humans outperform machines by at least
an order of magnitude [2]. Human listeners recognize speech
even in very adverse acoustical environments with strong re-
verberation and interfering sound sources. However, this dis-
crepancy between human and machine performance is not re-
stricted to robustness alone. It is observed also in undisturbed
conditions and very small context independent corpora, where
higher level constraints (cognitive aspects, language model) do
not play a role. Arguably this hints towards an insufficient fea-
ture extraction in machine recognition systems. It is argued
here, that including LSTF streams provides another step to-
wards human-like speech recognition.

2. Evidence for (spectro-)temporal
processing in the auditory system

Speech is characterized by its fluctuations across time and fre-
quency. The latter reflect the characteristics of the human vocal
cords and tract and are commonly exploited in ASR by using
short-term spectral representations such as cepstral coefficients.
The temporal properties of speech are targeted in ASR by dy-
namic (delta and delta-delta) features and temporal filtering and
feature extraction techniques like RASTA [3] and TRAPS [4].
Nevertheless, speech clearly exhibits combined spectro-temp-
oral modulations. This is due to intonation, co-articulation and
the succession of several phonetic elements, e.g., in a syllable.
Formant transitions, for example, result in diagonal features in
a spectrogram representation of speech. This kind of pattern is
captured by LSTF and explicitly targeted by the Gabor feature
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tion method described below.

europhysiology

t findings from a number of physiological experiments
ferent mammalian species have revealed the spectro-
ral receptive fields (STRF) of neurons in the primary
ry cortex. Individual neurons are sensitive to specific
o-temporal patterns in the incoming sound signal. The
were obtained using reverse correlation techniques with

ex spectro-temporal stimuli such as checkerboard noise
ving ripples [5]. The STRFs often clearly exceed one
l band in frequency, have multiple peaks and also show
to temporal modulation. In many cases the neurons are

ive to the direction of spectro-temporal patterns (e.g. up-
r downward moving ripples, c.f. Fig. 1), which indicates
bined spectro-temporal processing rather than consecu-
ages of spectral and temporal filtering [6]. Still the STRF
ainly localized in time and frequency, generally spanning
t 250 ms and one or two octaves, respectively. The center
ncy distributions of the linear modulation filter transfer
on associated with the STRFs show a broad peak between
8 Hz in the ferret and at about 12 Hz in the cat [7].
the visual cortex, STRFs are measured with (moving)

ated grating stimuli. The results very well match two-
sional Gabor functions [8]. Often, two neurons show very
r STRFs differing only by a π/2 phase shift. Two such
ombined provide for a translation-invariant detection of
n modulation pattern within a certain part of the visual

1: Example of a diagonal STRF from a neuron in the
ry auditory cortex of a ferret. Courtesy of David J. Klein
ed colour(+) denotes excitatory, blue(-) inhibitory regions
receptive field.



2.2. Psychoacoustics and human speech perception

The neurophysiological findings fit well with psychoacoustic
experiments on early auditory features [9]. A psychophysical
reverse correlation technique was applied to analyze subjects
performance in masking experiments with semi-periodic white
noise. The resulting basic auditory feature patterns are dis-
tributed in time and frequency and in some cases comprised of
several unconnected parts, very much resembling the STRF of
cortical neurons.

In psychoacoustic modelling, temporal modulation filter-
bank approaches become more and more accepted. The percep-
tion model (PEMO) of effective processing, for example, uti-
lizes a bank of modulation bandpass filters for each single criti-
cal band to account for a number of fundamental psychoacous-
tic experiments [10]. However, psychoaoustical phenomena
such as comodulation masking release (CMR) indicate cross-
channel mechanisms. More recent models implicitly include
localized spectro-temporal filters [11].

When Fletcher et al. examined speech intelligibility of hu-
man listeners, they found log sub-band classification error prob-
ability to be additive for nonsense syllable recognition tasks.
This suggests independent temporal processing in a number of
articulatory bands. Their work resulted in the definition of the
articulation index, a model of human speech perception [12].
However, recent speech intelligibility experiments have shown
that the combination of two distant narrow spectral channels or
slits leads to a gain in intelligibility which is greater than pre-
dicted by the articulation index (e.g. [13]). The new data sug-
gests some integration of information across frequency bands.
Other experiments with artificially distorted modulation ampli-
tude and phase in these bands showed a relatively high tolerance
of e.g. phase distortions in speech intelligibility measurements
[14]. This would indicate at least partly channel-independent
processing. The peripheral channels in these experiments were
more than one octave apart, ruling out only global spectral inte-
gration of information and still allowing for localized spectro-
temporal features.

3. A brief history of temporal processing in
automatic speech recognition

Standard front ends, such as mel-cepstra or perceptual linear
prediction, only represent the spectrum within short analysis
frames and thereby tend to neglect very important dynamic pat-
terns in the speech signal. This deficiency has been partly over-
come by adding temporal derivatives in the form of delta and
delta-delta features to the set. Delta features effectively provide
for a comb filtering effect in the temporal modulation frequency
domain. A number of different modulation filtering techniques
in the cepstral or spectral domain have been developed since
then. Depending on optional log amplitude compression, chan-
nel effects or additive noise can be reduced by temporal band-
pass and highpass envelope filtering such as cepstral mean sub-
traction, RASTA processing [3], the modulation spectrogram
[15] or adaptation loops of PEMO processing [16]. The useful-
ness of modulation bandpass filtering for ASR has been studied
in detail and well matches the importance of individual modu-
lation frequency ranges for speech intelligibility for human lis-
teners [17].

New methods of purely temporal processing have been es-
tablished motivated by Fletcher’s findings of independent pro-
cessing in each frequency channel and the focus on dynamic as-
pects of speech. Most prominent examples are the TempoRAl
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nS (TRAPS) [4] which apply multi-layer perceptrons to
y current phonemes in each single critical band based on
oral context of up to 1 s. Another approach is multi-band
sing, for which features are calculated in broader sub-
to reduce the effect of band-limited noise on the overall
mance. However, all these feature extraction methods ap-
her spectral or temporal processing at a time.

4. A trend towards localized
spectro-temporal features

physiology and psychoacoustic research yields auditory
es of varying extent and shape which can be categorized
ely spectral, purely temporal or spectro-temporal. In the
domain, feature extraction methods have been dominant
, that are one-dimensional and of large extent in that di-
on (such as a cepstral analysis over the whole spectrum

point in time). Following the biological blueprint and
localized, 2D spectro-temporal features yields several

tages:

nality - LSTF very efficiently detect diagonal structures
in spectro-temporal representations of speech such as
formant transitions.

ity - the limited extent of LSTF fosters robustness in ad-
ditive noise and mitigates channels effects.

tivity - the size of each individual LSTF can be matched
to the type of pattern it is designed for (in contrast to e.g.
high cepstral coefficients which are calculated over the
whole spectrum for detecting two neighboring spectral
peaks).

ality - purely spectral and purely temporal LSTFs are
akin to cepstral analysis and modulation bandpass filter-
ing, respectively; therefore the class of LSTFs also in-
cludes existing types of feature extraction, with the re-
striction to localized processing.

here are a number of different approaches to achieve
o-temporal feature extraction for ASR, such as spectro-
ral modulation filtering [18], linear transformations to the
ogram representation of speech, e.g. linear discriminant
is (LDA), independent component analysis (ICA), and
pal component analysis (PCA) [19], and the extension of
S to more than one critical band [20]. Approaches to use
ial neural networks for ASR classify spectral features us-
mporal context on the order of 10 to 100 ms. Depending
system, this is part of the back end as in the connectionist

ach [21] or part of the feature extraction as in the Tandem
[22].

he main problem of LSTF is the large number of possible
eter combinations. This issue may be solved implicitly by
atic learning in neural networks with a spectrogram input
long time window of e.g. 1 s. However, this is computa-
ly expensive and prone to overfitting, as it requires large
ts of (labeled) training data, which are often unavailable.

tting further constraints on the spectro-temporal patterns,
mber of free parameters can be decreased by several or-
f magnitude. This is the case when a specific analyti-
nction, such as sigma-pi cells [23] or the Gabor func-
4], is explicitly demanded. This approach narrows the
to a certain sub-set and thereby some important features
be ignored. However, neurophysiological and psychoa-

c knowledge can be exploited for the choice of the pro-
. Another promising approach is to apply un-supervised



Figure 2: Real part of a discrete two-dimensional complex Ga-
bor function with parameters ωt/2π = 6 Hz and ωf/2π ≈
0.55 cycl./oct. centered at f0 = 1195 Hz. Sampling as for a mel-
spectrogram primary feature matrix.

machine learning techniques to derive a suitable set of features.
Thus, a sparseness criterion was applied to derive optimal fea-
ture from spectro-temporal speech data [25]. The resulting fea-
tures showed a close resemblance to the STRFs of cortical neu-
rons in the auditory system. Similar techniques are widely used
in the visual domain.

5. Localized spectro-temporal Gabor
features for automatic speech recognition

The STRF of cortical neurons and early auditory features
derived in psychoacoustic experiments can be approximated,
although somewhat simplified, by two-dimensional Gabor
functions. The Gabor filter functions generally target two-
dimensional envelope fluctuations but include, as special cases,
purely spectral (local cepstra – modulo the windowing func-
tion) and purely temporal (modulation bandpass) features. The
latter resemble TRAPS or the RASTA impulse response and
its derivatives [1] in terms of temporal extent and filter shape.
The use of Gabor features for ASR has been proposed earlier
and proven to be relatively robust in combination with a sim-
ple classifier [24]. By applying a ’wrapper approach’ to feature
selection, optimized sets of Gabor features were obtained that
also allowed for increased robustness in adverse acoustic con-
ditions for digit strings in the Aurora 2 & 3 experimental setup
[26]. These results were obtained by combining Gabor feature
streams with other conventional feature streams.

5.1. Background

The two-dimensional complex Gabor function g(t, f) is defined
as the product of a Gaussian envelope n(t, f) and a complex
exponential function e(t, f). The envelope width is given by
standard deviation values σf and σt, while the periodicity is de-
fined by the radian frequencies ωf and ωt with f and t denoting
the frequency and time axis, respectively. The two independent
parameters ωf and ωt allow the Gabor function to be tuned to
particular directions of spectro-temporal modulation, including
diagonal modulations. Further parameters are the centers of
mass of the envelope in time and frequency t0 and f0. In this
notation the Gaussian envelope n(t, f) is defined as

n(·) =
1

2πσfσt
· exp

[
−(f − f0)

2

2σ2
f

+
−(t − t0)

2

2σ2
t

]
(1)

and the complex exponential e(t, f) as

e(·) = exp [iωf (f − f0) + iωt(t − t0)] . (2)
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er to keep the same number of periods T in the filter func-
r all frequencies, the envelope width is set depending on

odulation frequencies ωf and ωt. This essentially yields
wavelet prototype with the scale factors σt and σf . Typ-
the spread of the Gaussian envelope in dimension x is
σx = Π

ωx
= Tx/2. For time-dependent features, t0 is

the current frame, leaving f0, ωf and ωt as free param-
Special cases are temporal filters (ωf = 0) and spectral
(ωt = 0). In these cases, σx replaces ωx = 0 as a free
eter, denoting the extent of the filter, perpendicular to its
ion of modulation.
abor features are derived from a two-dimensional input
n, typically a series of feature vectors. A number of pro-
g schemes may be considered for these primary features
xtract a spectro-temporal representation from the input
form. The range is from a spectrogram to sophisticated
ry models. From the complex results of the filter opera-
eal valued features may be obtained by using the magni-
f the complex filter output. This allows for a phase in-
dent feature extraction which closely corresponds to the
rties of certain cells in the visual cortex.
ue to the large number of possible parameter combina-
it is necessary to select a suitable set of features. This
e carried out by a modified version of the Feature-finding
l Network (FFNN). It consists of a linear single-layer per-
n in conjunction with secondary feature extraction and an
ization rule for the feature set [27]. The linear classifier
tees fast training. This is mandatory because, with the

d wrapper method of feature selection, the importance
h feature is evaluated by the increase of RMS classifi-
error after its removal from the set, requiring iterative

ning of the classifier.

xperimental results

primary feature matrix consists of log mel-spectrum cal-
d as in the ETSI aurora reference (ETSI ES 201 v1.1.2),
nge of parameters is limited mainly by the resolution of
imary feature matrix (100 Hz and 23 channels covering
ves). Therefore, the temporal modulation frequency is
d to a range of 2 - 50 Hz. In this case, the automated fea-
lection algorithm described above yields a distribution of
eters that reflects the statistical properties of the training
material and is well in the range of temporal modulation

teristics of neurophysiological STRFs. Histograms for
poral modulation frequencies of the 2D filters are given

. 3.
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3: Distribution of temporal modulation frequency ωt/2π
automatic feature selection for a) clean TIdigits single
targets (40 sets, 2400 features) and b) clean TIMIT phone
s (146 sets, 2923 features).
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Figure 4: WER for isolated TIdigits in varying noise conditions
measured for a FFNN classifier with 60 Gabor features. Each
set was individually optimized on noisy training material. Dur-
ing optimization, the spectro-temporal features were restricted
to a certain range of temporal modulation frequency between
two cutoff frequencies denoted on the xy axes.

When further constraints are applied to the selection pro-
cess, the ASR word error rate (WER) increases. In Fig. 4
the WER is given for automatically optimized sets with re-
stricted ranges for temporal modulation best frequency ωt/2π.
For TIdigits targets low temporal modulations between 2 and
4 Hz are most important, which matches the parameter statis-
tics without constraints in Fig. 3.

6. Time will tell...
The new LSTFs extend existing feature types and are supported
by recent research on auditory processing. First results are
promising but a number of points remain open for further in-
vestigation. Most prominent is the search for an efficient au-
tomatic feature selection procedure that yields feature sets of
satisfactory generality. In addition, the use of temporal modu-
lation bandpass filters generally allows adjustment of the sam-
pling rate according to the filter characteristics, which leads to
the investigation of possible multi-rate features. Furthermore,
it is very likely that LSTFs are even more suitable for sylla-
ble classification than for phoneme-based processing. This can
be attributed to their syllable length and good performance on
(mainly monosyllabic) digit corpora, and further promotes the
use of syllables rather than phonemes as the basis for ASR.
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